Abstract. Single-hop broadcasting is a basic information dissemination method. For broadcasting method, wireless channel reservation and channel state indication are two factors effecting information dissemination performance. In this paper, existing channel reservation and channel state indication mechanisms were studied, the limitations of them were analyzed, and a single-hop broadcasting method based on busy tone is proposed. With OPNET network simulation platform, the proposed broadcasting method is modeled and implemented. Experimental results show that the proposed method performs well.
Introduction
According to the message transferring hop counts, broadcasting methods could be classified into single-hop broadcasting and multi-hops broadcasting. For some type of messages, because of the small effected range, single-hop broadcasting could be applied to disseminate such messages. To ensure node to access channel reliably, wireless channel should be reserved. To ensure message transferring reliable, channel state should be indicated at the same time. With respect to single-hop broadcasting, channel reservation and channel state indication are two factors effecting information dissemination performance.
Existing channel reservation and channel state indication mechanisms
Existing channel reservation mechanism. Currently, the most widely used channel reservation mechanism is RTS/CTS handshake. With RTS/CTS handshake, source node and destination node interact with short control messages RTS and CTS to reserve channel before sending data message. The broadcasting protocols use RTS/CTS to reserve channel include BSMA protocol [1] , BMW protocol [2] , BMMM protocol [3] , etc. With such broadcasting protocols, source node usually handshake with each destination node one by one, therefore source node should maintain a neighbor nodes list.
RTS/CTS handshake not only notify the nodes in one-hop of source node with RTS, but also notify the nodes in two hops of source node with CTS the coming broadcasting. Therefore, RTS/CTS handshake reserves two hops range of channel of source node. In the network with high density, reserve two hops would lead to a large number of nodes waiting to access the common channel, which effect nodes access channel on time. In a word, reserve channel with RTS/CTS handshake is complex and the speed of access channel is low in high density network. Existing channel state indication mechanism. In current broadcasting method, two hops range channel state of source node is indicated with busy tone. For example, in [4] , to avoid the collisions caused by hidden terminals, at the same time of broadcasting data message, source node broadcast large range busy tone to block hidden terminal broadcasting. In high density network, two hops range or large range channel state indication would lead to a large number of nodes waiting access channel.
A single-hop broadcasting method based on busy tone
To overcome the disadvantages introduced by RTS/CTS handshake, referring to some unicast broadcasting methods, this research designed a single-hop broadcasting method based on busy tone. In this method, busy tone is used to reserve the one hop channel of source node, the broadcasted data message is used to indicate the one hop channel state of source node.
Reserve one hop range channel with busy tone. For a node having data message to broadcast, busy tone is broadcasted to reserve one hop range channel firstly. Reserve channel lasts for time t:
At formula (1), d is one hop range of wireless signal, c is the propagation velocity of wireless signal, and t is the time span of wireless signal propagates one hop range. During t time span, no data or busy tone from other nodes are detected means that, there is no other node in one hop range of the source node reserve channel, the source node reserve one hop range channel successfully, and could broadcast data further. Back off mechanism. In high density network, it is more usually occurs that neighboring nodes reserve channel almost at the same time, which may lead to successive channel reservation failure and increase access channel delay greatly. Therefore, only reserve channel mechanism adopted is not enough, back off mechanism is needed. If reserve channel fail, the node should back off a random time t', then reserve channel again. Back off time t' should satisfy the following conditions: 1) t' should not be too long. Too long back off time may prolong access channel delay.
2) t' is random, and there is no relationship among the back off time of the neighboring nodes. Here, we set t' is a random number in [t，t+∆t] . Operation description of the method. In the single-hop broadcasting method based on busy tone, transmitter and receiver have two channels: the channel transmits data message is called data channel, and the other channel transmits busy tone is called busy tone channel. With an arbitrary node, the operation process of the broadcasting method is described in figure 1 . Following is the operation process of the single-hop broadcasting method:
(1) Node detects data channel and busy tone channel through receiver: 1) If data channel is busy, then receive data message. When receive data message is over, continue to detect data channel and busy channel.
2) If busy tone channel is busy and data channel is free, which means that there is other node in one hop range is reserving channel, continue to detect data and busy tone channel.
3) If data channel is free, busy tone channel is free, and the node itself has data to broadcast, then start to reserve channel. 4) If data channel is free, busy tone channel is free, and the node itself has no data to send, then continue to detect data and busy tone channel.
(2) Following is the process of channel reservation: Set Timer t, broadcast busy tone, detect data and busy tone channels: 1) If data channel is busy before time out, then stop broadcast busy tone, and start to receive data message.
2) If data channel is free, and there's busy tone from other node before time out, then cancel timer, stop broadcasting busy tone, back off for a time span t', and continue to detect channel.
3) If data and busy tone channels are free before time out, the node reserves channel successfully. The node starts to broadcast data. When broadcast data message is over, continue to detect data and busy tone channel.
Experiment Design and results
To validate the performance of the single-hop broadcasting method, in this research, with OPNET network simulation platform, we modeled and implemented the broadcasting method. In the experiment, the following global statistics are collected.
(1) Average number of receiving nodes is the average amount of the nodes having received data packet correctly.
(2) Average end-to-end delay is the average time interval between the packet is generated and the packet is successfully received. Figure 2 . End-to-end delay of scenario 12 to scenario 14
Experiment of static network
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To validate the performance of the broadcasting method in the network with various load, a series of scenarios are designed. In all the scenarios, network range is 1200m×50m, distance of one hop is 600m，data message length is 100bit，data rate of transmitter and receivers is 10 6 bps, interval time of node generating one data packet is 1 second. Nodes number of scenario 12, 13 and 14 are 40, 120, 240 respectively.
Experimental results are shown in figure 2 and As shown in figure 2 and table 1, in the network with various load, the end-to-end delay of the single-hop broadcasting method is stable and almost the same. The end-to-end delay is about 10 -4 second, and most of the one hop range nodes could receive the broadcasted data. Experiment of dynamic topology network. To validate the performance of the broadcasting method in the dynamic topology network, a series of scenarios are designed. In all the scenarios, network range is 3000m×50m, nodes number is 65, distance of one hop is 100m，data message length is 100bit，data rate of transmitter and receivers is 10 6 bps，interval time of node generating one data packet is 1 second. Setup of scenario 19 to scenario 23 is list in table 2. Experimental results are shown in figure 3 and table 3. Figure 3 . End-to-end delay of scenario 19 to scenario 23
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